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I
N 1867 Huxley distinguished several basic types of construction in the ven-

tral parts of birds’ skulls. The structure of these types is in part respon-

sible for the degree of movement (kinetics) at the frontonasal hinge. Despite

this early recognition of the mechanism and the possibility of movement,

the concept of kinetics here was not extensively explored until the work of

Moller (1931), Kripp (1933-1935), and especially Engels (1940). Hofer

(1945) dealt with the problem in a functional and quantitative way. Beecher

(1951a) carried this approach farther. Additional work by Hofer (1950),

Beecher (1950, 19516, 1953) and Fiedler (1951) has shown the importance

of kinetics, as part of the functional jaw mechanism, in long-term adaptive

changes of evolutionary significance.

The studies cited above have, for the most part, been subjective and qual-

itative. This has caused some concern in our laboratory. We could not

find in the literature any measure of the accuracy of judging the degree of

kinetics in the skull of a species or any evidence of statistical reliability and

variation within a species. Where the kinetic attributes of two different

species have been compared, there were no statistical data to support hy-

potheses of significant or insignificant differences between the two. It would

seem that the criteria of variation, reliability, and significance must be es-

tablished before it is possible to interpret the kinetics in terms of function

or adaptive significance.

We failed to see how accurate quantitative data could be obtained follow-

ing the methods of observation employed by the authors listed. We could

find no description of any apparatus that would produce consistent and ac-

curate measurements which could be compared from species to species. This

statement is not to be construed as a criticism of these workers; several were

interested only in the qualitative, and those who gave quantitative data

generally used them as approximations only.

An apparatus was designed to produce quantitative data on this problem

and to eliminate, as far as possible, the subjective aspects of past work. This

equipment is illustrated in Figure 1.

Description of the Apparatus

The machine is constructed of brass. Therefore the apparatus is sturdy

but not great in weight, enabling easy transport to and from the field. This

light weight makes necessary the use of a C-clamp (not illustrated) to secure

the apparatus to the edge of a table or desk during use.
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Fig. 1. An apparatus for measuring the kinetics in the frontonasal hinge of the avian

skull. Upper figure; top view. Lower figure: oblique end view. See text for details of

operation.

Beam A is elevated from base plate G by a wide L-bar. The part of beam

A which is free of attachment to the L-bar has been machined into an I-beam.

The purpose of the I-construction is to make possible the fixing of clamp F at

any point along the length of beam A. It also provides a rest for the convex
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dorsal surface of the cranium. The edges of the I provide a sturdy contact

for the curved cranial surfaces and eliminate dorso-ventral rocking.

The adjustable knife edge C is located at the free end of beam A. By

means of a screw, threaded through the beam, the knife edge may be moved

closer to or farther from the beam, accommodating high- or low-vaulted skulls.

The base of the knife edge slides in grooves on the upper and lower sur-

faces of beam A, thereby maintaining the knife edge perpendicular to the

axis of the beam. The knife blade is of a length that the entire width of

the frontonasal hinge will rest on it. This eliminates dorso-ventral rocking

and allows equal distribution of force at the pivot of the system.

The base of clamp F which fits into the posterior depression of the I-beam

provides strong and uniform attachment to the beam. Both ends of the rod

portion of the clamp are threaded and fitted with thumb nuts. The nuts are

tightened for coarse adjustment of the sides of the clamp, but a set-screw

threaded into the base of the clamp provides the fine adjustment. The set-

screw draws the entire clamp tight against the I-beam.

A protraetor of 180 degrees is soldered to a sheet of brass —the sliding

protractor plae B. The protractor plate is held to base plate G and is

guided in its movement, which is perpendicular to the axis of the beam, by

grooved guide bars attached to the base plate. The exact movement of the

protractor plate is accomplished by the set-screw shown at the top of the

drawing. This adjustment is necessary to insure that the center point of

the protraetor is directly below the knife edge.

The protractor arm E is fitted with an adjustable vertical extension D.

The vertical extension is clamped to the protractor arm. The extension arm

may be moved along the length of the protractor arm to adapt for bills of

different lengths.

Certain principles in the construction and use of this apparatus merit brief

mention. Only two subjective aspects remain. The scale must be read and

the hand must be used to manipulate the upper bill. The error in reading the

scale is minor; the calibration is in full degrees and so is the reading. The

force used to press the tip of the bill upward is a thumb or finger. This

pressure might be considered an inconsistently variable feature, but several

factors reduce the possible error. With repetition, the user becomes ac-

customed to the amounts of pressure to be used with the skulls of different

species. Then too, in all the species we have thus far dissected, there are lig-

aments which limit upward motion in the bill. As the bill is pushed upward

there is a sudden stop when the ligament is fully extended. Wehave found,

in those forms possessing a basipterygoid process, that the movement between

the articular surfaces of this process and of the pterygoid is limited to ap-

proximately one-half the length of the articular surfaces. That is, if the two
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surfaces are opposite each other when the upper bill is retracted, only half

their lengths will be articulating when the ligament halts the movement.

Thus, if this fact has been determined for a species, the skull prepared in

the usual way for museums may be used. Pressure is exerted on the tip of

the upper jaw until the articular surfaces are in the proper position.

A second important feature of the apparatus is its rigidity. All parts are

firmly attached, and the bird’s head or skull is clamped tightly. The fronto-

nasal hinge, knife edge, and center of arc of protractor are strictly aligned.

The clamp and the length of the knife edge prevent any rolling of the skull.

Deflection of the protractor results from pressure on the vertical, fixed

arm. No subjective sighting from point to point is necessary.

Parts of the apparatus adjustable for heads and skulls of different sizes

are as follows:

1. beam (A) —inserts with smaller grooves may be used for measuring

small skulls.

2. knife edge (C)

.

3. clamp (F) —different lengths and shapes.

4. sliding protractor plate (B).

5. sliding vertical arm (D) on protractor arm (Ej.

Use of the Machine

1. Adjust the holding-rod of the clamp to grasp the skull immediately an-

terior to the opisthotic processes. In this position the skull may be held

firmly without interference with movable bones.

2. Move the clamp and skull to make the knife edge and frontonasal hinge

adj acent.

3. Adjust the knife edge so that when the frontonasal hinge contacts the

knife edge the ventral edge of the skull is approximately parallel to the edge

of the base plate.

4. Move the protractor center-point by moving plate B so that the center

of the protractor arc is aligned with the knife edge. (The skull is tipped

forward so that this alignment can be made.)

5. Move the frontonasal hinge into position against the knife edge and

adjust the skull in the clamp by use of the set-screw. The correct seating

of the skull in the I-beam should be checked; the final adjustment of the

clamp must hold the skull tightly.

6. Move the vertical extension arm along the protractor arm so that the

extension will conveniently meet the dorsal edge of the upper bill. Use of

any point on the bill will produce the same angle, but we chose for the area

of contact a point in the distal one-fourth of the bill length.

7. Move the protractor arm so that the vertical extension touches the dor-
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sal surface of the bill. The number of degrees indicated on the protractor is

the zero reading.

8. Force is applied with a thumb or finger on the ventral surface of the

tip of the upper bill until resistance is met. When the orbito-pterygo-palatal

ligament is in place, this point of resistance is very definite. A second read-

ing of the protractor is made.

9. The final protractor reading minus the zero reading is the number of

degrees that the upper bill has moved.

In the long series of skulls that have been measured in this and other un-

published work, it was found that sufficient accuracy could be obtained by

holding the skull in place in the apparatus with a thumb on the basisphenoid

plate and fingers grasping the I-beam. This elimination of the adjustment

of the clamp permitted more speed in the use of the machine.

Reliability

One of the most important features in the use of any apparatus is con-

stancy in results obtained. That is, what is the error in continuous or dis-

continuous use when all factors are equal? To test this, one of us measured

the kinetics in the head of one Canada Goose, Branta canadensis interior, on

different days within a period of one month. The head was preserved in

embalming fluid with ligaments intact, but the muscles were removed. The

head was removed from the apparatus and replaced before each test. The

data from this series follow:

Number of trials=66

Mean=17.7 ± .11 degrees

Standard deviation=0.86 degrees

Observed range=16 —19 degrees

Theoretical range (M zb 3 standard deviations) =15.1 —20.3 degrees

Coefficient of variation=4.9

This information indicates that the mean would lie between 17.4 and 18.0

in 99 of every 100 measurements, no matter how many tests were made. This

would be an error of about 3.5% of the minimal mean or, calculated as a

part of the observed mean, an error of less than 2% on either side of the

observed mean. The error here is that of the machine and its single user.

For the apparatus to be of universal practicability the results should be

duplicable by different workers. In a test of this, each of us, independently,

measured the kinetics in the same head of a Canada Goose. The head was

in the same state of preservation as the head in the first test. The head

used in the first test was not used here because we thought there might be

some loosening of articulations and stretching of ligaments with prolonged
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use of materials hardened in a preservative. The data of the second test

follow

:

Observer 1

Number of trials 51

Mean in degrees 16.0 ±.16

Standard deviation 1.17

Observed range 14-19

Theoretical range 12.5-19.5

Coefficient of variation 7.3

Observer 2

51

15.5±.16

1.16

13-18

12.0-19.0

7.5

In each of these series the error on either side of the mean is about 3%.
However, the important point here is that the variation between the means of

the two series is only 3%. This indicates that different workers can use the

machine and obtain comparable results.

Summary

An apparatus was designed to measure the degree of movement (kinetics)

in the frontonasal hinge of the avian skull. Several tests demonstrated that

the device produced reliable and consistent figures when operated over a

period of time by one observer or when used by two different workers.
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